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The Problem

The qhestion of why' the Majority of creative scientists are men is fre,-

quently discussed in terms of social norms for sex roles and of the inter-.

ruption of careers which marriage and children.have'traditionally caused

for women (Oppenheimer, 1970). Present systems of bath technological and

'social support for mothers, and additiOnal educational and vocational op-

portuhities\for women have obviated part of this problem, but sex differences

in the degiltee, of interest in science are still typical of college students'
4

- 0

today,..44ith women students showing less interest and re negative attitudes,

matperhaps partly because of stereotyped ideas that scie e is a male dome. .n.
t-

Such outmoded ideas work against the general progress of society, for thewo
potential contributionS of women to science are rearii.7y ackhOwledged, and are

against the best interest of women college students, since many of them may

be deterred from beginning productive careers'in.dciende.

This study was designed to effect a change in the attitudes-of 1. sample of

achieving high school jUniors toward science. Vas believed, that an educe-

tional experience on the

design and completion of

participate in the "fun"

attractive.scientists who

the following hypothesis:

that women students who simultaneously are in a meaningful
college level scientific problem-solving ac i will devell
greater interest in and mores favorable attitudes toward scientific .

, careers than will their classmates who do not have this. experience.

Our thinking in relation to this hypothesis rested upon the followinj

assumptions:

1. -,Scientific interests are a distinguishable and measurable characteristic.

Evidence foi thisasbumption is ymmarized'hy Super did Crites (,x.962), who

found simi1P-r scientific-theoretical factors to emerge in each of eight tests

of values and interests, inclraing the- Strong Vocational Interest Bls!nk.

Robinson, Athapasion, & Head .(1969) Ala their "galleit .115Sze" analysis of

college level which involved these studepts in the

an independent research project would pit them to

of science, and would also expose them to active and

may serve as role models. This study thus,tested,

a
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. the SVIB and the Kuder Preference
411

Record, likewite suggest dimensions in
-

each wnich differentiate "scientific"-and'cOmmercial" types Of people. In

line with this evidence, it is assumed here that scientific interests and

attitudes can be measured by the Strdng Vocational Interest Blank for women,

and by direct self-interestand evaluative ratings of scientific occupations.

4, 2. Vocational interests are not completely set in'adolescence.

Writing in relation to research with the SVIB, Campbell (1969) reports

that changes are fairly frequently found in vocational interests between the

ages of 16 and 20., Super's (1957) first s'Age of vocational development is(

one of 'adolescent exploration.' Thus, both empirical data and theory sup-
.

port this, assuniption, which *plies that vocational interests may be changed-'

among highschool students, andis.thUs essential for our hypothesis.

3. den's scientific interests and achievements are less than those of men
and thus are sufficiently 'low to allow for improvement.

Evidence for this assumption is widespread and is,surrukrized by Anastasi

(1958), Super and Crites (1962) and Terman and Tyler (1954). One exampft from

1 30 years ago involves the Science"Talent Search sponsored by the Westinghouse

Corporation. While the contest was open to students of both sexes, there,were

two to threes times as many boys as girls who implied. 'Yet, despite .the greiter

selectivity of the 4emale sample, there was a large and significant difference

in favdr of males on he Scientific Aptitude Test 'used to Select the'winner

(Edgerton.& Britt, 1144, 1947). Likewise, and again historic rather than

current, of the 2607 scientists chosen for the directory of American Men of

Science between 1903 and 1943, only 50 were women (Anastasi, 1958. More
.

recent surveys support this ,imbalance (Oppenheimer, 1970: Mattfe4. & Van Aken,

1965).

Current*, the research of the Stanley team it the Johns Hopkins University

provides evideACe that this sex difference persists. In their search for

mathematically and sCientificalizT precodious youth, males thus f have regu-

larly outperformed-females on selection tests. (Fox, 1974). Astir (1971)
.

for example, repoAts fewer gfi.ls applying and Lowey science scores for those

who do apply% Fox (1974). confirgrs these differences, but reports an increase

in bath numbers and scores over the past*three ears. Fox's data' are thus

supportive of the possibility of change. 'peiser (1973),. working with Fox',s

"
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subjects, reports' significantly more favorabie.attitudes toward scientifilc

careers' among the males. .A11,of these effects, seem to replicate those found

earlier, and to suggest that even among taleited adolescents laige sex

differances in attitudes toward science are the dorm. .
r.

Sciehtific interests are more titical 6f men or'boys to such an extent .

that the vales for masculinity-ipm4"nity of both the'SVM. '(Strong, 1943),
, 4 '

and Terman's M-F Test (Tdrman &Idles, 1936) include interestin science as

.
in inttgral'part of the mastrlinity end of the scale. Boys likewise ire

. .

,

repeatedly found to score higher on the Science scale of the Ruder test

(Triggs, 1943; TraxIer & McCall, 1941; Tuckman, 1944, for example).,
1.0, ..

. Even elem6htary school boys' show a'greaterlreference for science clasd

thando girls,(Greenblatt, 1962) and more'faibrable attitudes toward science '

in general (Shrigley, 1972). Part of this effect may be (hie to thefact that

the large majority of elementary school science-textbooks shorw male persons ,

'at work.(Gaetanal 1966). More favorable attitudes toward science among males

are also found in the middle school years (grades 6 to 9)- (Yamamoto, Thoma44.
. .

& Karns,
i

1969):
.

It should be noted that these sex differences are generally taought;,to derive

from social and.cultliral 'ether than biological mechapins (Rossi, 1965)..

Although the contributions of women SCitheitow-are prOportionately less numer- .

ous; they are eafficielly-important to suggest that the encouragement of girls

toward scientific careers is desirable.

. . ,
Theoretical Model

.

...
\

Our belief that,involvement in a high-participation research course will

prodUce changes in:the attitudes toward science among 11.4.gh school women is
.

derived from research and theory in social psychology related to_ attitude
I

Change.. Previous researdnindicatesthat partipitation, roii-tPking, and

public commitment may be effective agents of attitude change. The effective;

tAssof participation was first demonstrated by Lewin's classic studies
.

(reprinted 1966, which. showed subjects making better use of organ meats,

orange jtice,"and cod liver oil after they had participated in group discus-

sions than had those subjects who attended lectures. Similar findings have

been made by Pennington, et al, (1958). Mord recent studies by Janis (Janis

& King:. 1954; King & Janis, 1956; Janis & Mann, 1965; Mann 4nis, 1968)'

support the idea that role-playing also is more effective an

-v

obser-

wation in changing attitudes and behavior. Publicico;cmitme was involved in

5



the Lewin studies and is also setn'to.he an effective Ehange'inducer in certain

studies of Hovland (Hovland,

also argue that ice-le- playing,

.involves public commitment.'

In the presents study, the

Campbell, & Brock, 1957 for example). One could

since ,,fit occurs in a social situation, invariably .

e
experimental subjects will be making a public

commitment by participating in the experimental course. Thgir role-playing

will not be the artificial short - range act involved gin the laboratory studies

mentionedabovel but will invofve.a long range and serious effort involving

the design; data collectior,analysis and inteiniretation of a piece of research.

Their participation in-discussions, 31R-i-mirg sessions, and the independent

project is one of the central features of toe experimental course. 'When they

collect data, they will be p4aying the role of scientists. Thus, the research

described above whichinelicates the effectiveness of participation, public com-'

mitment.and.role-playing for attitude change supports our hypothesis.
4

FUrther consideration of the psychological. processes` the hypo-_

changes in attitudes would involve analysis of the dynaMics of the

face-to-face perstasive 'situation. 'McGuire (199, p233) suggests that face-

-to-face contact is likely to involve greater activity on the mast of the slab-,

ject,Nmore feedback to the subject,' public commitment, social restraint

against disagreement, observation of effects on peers,, and more immediate

rewards - -all of these promoting greater change due,,in part, to zodial
.

.

tatian. All of these factors are believed to be involved in'our experimbntal
. .

treatment.' More specifically; social reinforcement or reward, which has been

,demonstrated by Soott(195,7, 1959) to facilitate attitude change, is consider-

edto bethe central psychological process involved in the chPnges,hypothesiied

in this exteriment. ,t is expected that the teachers will be closelY. invOlv

with each student, thus able to reinforce positive efforts aild attitudes.

Kelman'a'(1958) ideas about attitude change by identification also 5eemeto

apply here.' Subjects will be exposed to teacherswho will hopefully be presti,

gious and attractive role models, who will be rewarding the students'- partici-
.

pation'and research efforts,
k
Aid who will. also be,evaluating these efforts, thus

giving them "a, cpttain degree'dt fate control over thestudents. Imitation and
,

attitude change by identification with these models may thus.occur.-.Thiwpro-
.

cess, as well as those cited above, probably,underZies the positive.effects

found fbr pIrticipation and is eoectedto play a part in bringing -about posi-
,

btive changesA.n'this experiment.

C

a
.
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Method

. )
An initial pool of 47, fkmale high school juniors in'fbur,high sciools w're

.

basisselected by the guidanceidepaAment of each school on the asis of grades4444

standardized test scores. All subjects were in the top half of their'444'

and represented the highest achieving junior women iileach sc400l.:, Tabie 1
. -' i

shows the number of subjects in the initial pool from-each of the.fkifIr high"
1

.
.

.

schools. ,
.

, From this initial pool, 95 were removed, bviandom procedures and served'as

a second, "after-only" control group. All 144ers were invit4d to pFticipate

in the study. Of these, 86% (3tt) agreed to cooperate an<successftIly'com- .

pleted, the initial testing.

At the initial testing the free experimental course was described'to the

subjects and an opportunity :Oven for those interested is tAking the course to,/

respond. Of the 391; tested, 137 (i4)-expressed a definite interest in t.eking

the course. -This group,was diiided in half by random prOcedure 4ith 68 selected

tb take the experimental course, and769 serving as the first control group.' Of'

the 58 (85%), successfully completed the course, aad'Of the 69first.control

groull 62 (90%), sucCessfully completed the second.testing. Of.the 95 subjects

in the second control group,*68 (71%) cooperated and sucgessfully completed-

the post tests (see Table 11.

Experimental Design

The experimental and first control groups were .eted before and after the

experimental group. had completed the experimental course. The second control

group participated in the second tenting only.%

Procedure.
.

Subjects wereinvitedto participate-in.:the study by means of a letter f

addressed to than'amitideir parents at their homes Ssee Appendix A).. Pirents

were asked to send a not to, the school principal if they did not Want their-

daughter to participate. 0

' At the initial testing, a second letter (Appendix 4) wta given sar subjects,

desc4iag'theexperimental course. Tbis,letter was to be signed by student

and parent and returned with a check m'Fk ing,cating interest in enrolling in

the experiMental course.

subjects selected for the experimental. 'course were informed by letter

(AppergHT C) andsubjeets in the first control group were also sent a letter

(Appendix D) exolain14 their continued importance.to the study:
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. At both the pre and post testing sessions Oentical instrumets,were

used, including the S.4crig Interest Blank for'Women and the Career Attitudes
.

andI)lansSurveY (see Appendix E) whigh was especially designed, for this

study. The latter was compOsed of .0fee parts: a rating of self - interest

'in 30 occupations, 10 clearly scientific, 10 clearly non - scientific, making -,

.
'use of a five-poirbsCale

(2) ratings 'on 6 bi-polar adjectiveigaixs from evalultite scale of

_ the Semantic Differehtial'of 10 occupations, 5 scientific, 5 non- scientific

mating use of Seven-point scale

s (3) in open-ended question: "in.a few sentences, describe your own

'career plans, giving reasons for your .choice..,

In addition, the experimental group rated their enjoyment of the course

on a 10 -point scale and indicated whether or not they were panning to take

additional college courses in the field in question; their grades in the course

were also recorded.

'Scores and analyses

'Scores from tie ratings_ of 30 occupiltions in terms of p rsonal interest

were treated separately for some analyses and combined (l scientific oecu-

cations', 10 nonLscientifig) for others. Scores Poi: the s mantic differential
a'

ratingwere summed for each occupatidn and treated separately in some

analyses, cdmbinedinto scientific). and non-scientific categories in others.

The open-ended questiOn was rated,on a Live -point scale In terms of degree

of scientific career interest, with five points awarded. to a definite interest

in.a career clearly scientific, three points to a definite interest in a

career somewhdt scientific or an interest in several careers,..one o which

is scientific, and one point to a definite interest in a career clearly non-

scientific or complete vagueness and indecision about a career, with two

and four points used as intermediary points,'

Frog the Strong` nterest Blank' for Women; we used the19 Baas Interest

Scores, and the.8 Scientific Ogcupational Interett.Stores.

The following analyses were carried out:
, )

(1) Subjects interested in taking thecoarse were gontrastedon all
41,

measures in the initial' with those not. interested in the course.

(2) From all initial testing data, a factor analysis was carried out

to' determine theLStructsAre of these subject4i career interest's,.

(3) The experimehtal and first control'grdups were/ contrasted .on all

measures both.pre- and post-experimental treatment.

416
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(4-) The second control group was 'Compared to he post scores of the

'1

experimental E4d first control groups. . 4

(5) For the Axperimental group,_both grades and ratings of enjoyment were

correlated with each other and with Scores from pre and post tasting. Grades

were also analyietin selation to whether or not the student planned to take

additional courses in the field.
(2_

(

The, experimental, course

The experimental course was designedto Pe multi-disciplinary and 'to involve

the student in independent research iethe discipline chosen, with each

faculty member worki4g with A Small group of students. Faculty were eight

members of Ihe Golfo* faculty distributed as follows ever disciplines: 2

biologists, 1 themist,'2 pstchologists, 1 mathematician, l economist and 1

historian (history was tresehlted as a science). All'but two of the eight

fatuity members had thpir Phi's in.the discipline in question. The other

two were workingon their dissertations. 'Seven of the,eight were regulap

faculty members; the 'eighth was a parttibe lecturer.

Subjects were initially'aisigned in relation to their preferences to

either a Thursday or Saturday section of the course. sFolir faculty- worked in

each section.
.

The initial meeting involved both sections meeting together at which an

explanation of the course was given; fadhltrwere introducAd, a tour of the

campus was carried out and an informal reception with refreshments was h"..

The next four meetings of the'course consisted of a one-hour lecture'and

distussion led by; each of the four faculty in turn, followed by a one-hour

---7 small group meeting in which the students were rotated among the four faculty.

The purpose of_Iheaeimeetingvas to acquaint the Studeps with all four

disciplines available to thin the remainder' of 'ale 'course. -

After this, the students indicated their first, second and third choices

for the faculty member they wanted to work with'during the rest of the course.

All students were plated in either their first or second choice. Tie fifth

session included a film about the brain, and students were assigned to small

groups.

There followed 15 additional sessions in which subjects worked in small

groups with faculty. These sessions included lecture and discussion And the

plAnning and,carrying out of independent projActs. Quizzes were_givenoin some

sections, and final reports were made in all;'either written or'oral or both.

T
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One. section had a' gueslecturd by a woman chemist.

Tile particular content of each section was as follows:

1. Mathematics. Students learqed basic elements of FORTRAN programming for

the IBM 1130, acquired a knowledge of number theory and carried out

diophantine equations, Fibonacci numbers, cdngruenceal prime and'com- -

posite numbers, the Euler phi. function, Pythagorean triples; a.z odd

night-handed prime numbers.

Biology I. Students carried out.expe iMents with reserpine-treated add

non-treated crabs, Qbserving the affects ofreserpine on the chrolitatd-

phores.

Biology II.'. Students worked with N. crassa deieloping a replica7plating

technique which would be effective in isolating etitrol resistant mutants

and Analysed the_genetic, functio 'and ohysiplogical characteristics
4 ,

of "unknown" mutants.

4. Chemistry. 'Students synthehzed and studied an orga§i compound, did.

chemical studies of allagecrome,gand did spectrophotonetric studies of
-

tertiA7L-butanol. , - .

5. History. StVdents studied two 'presidential electionsok860 and 1972,
.

and researched a question related to either or both elpctions; using

statistical techniques6.

6. Economics. Students focuied on theeconomics of the ghetto, carried out

a simulation, using theigame Ghetto, and Wrote-an analytical biography

of two characters enerated by'the game.

7. Psycnology I. Students were introduced to 'statistical analysis an

library research and carried out a variety of individual projects

involving sur vey or laboratory techniques.

.a. Pgcheiogy II. Studentq designed affd.-catried out experiments in a variety

of areas, involving human and Animal sUbjefFts.

x- °

44

Complete syllptifor
.
each of the eight sections are presented in Appendix E.

r

Results

Reliability Of scores

Because subjects were tested.twice (before and .after the experimental:

treatent), it was possible to calculate testretest reliability coefficients

for'the 30 ratings of occupations in terms of personal interest, the 10

semantic differential scores, thenating of the open-ended question in terms.
r.5 '`""

10 ,
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of scientific interest, andthe 27 Strong scores. These 68(coefficients were .

ings of economist)

e reliabilities

of the, 30 *ratings of occupations in terms of personal interest ranged from.,

.41 to` .8.3, with a median ThOst for the 16 semantic differential.

ratings ranged fran .13 to .68; amedianof .55. The reliability co-

efficient for the rating of career plans in terms of scientific-interest was

.56. For the 19 Basic Interest scores from the Strong testa reliability

coefficients ranged from .59 to'.88, with a-medianof :78, while for the 8

scientihiccupational interest scoresfrom the from .66 to.:89,

with a median of .85. .

I

all Positive and ranged from +1,13.(semantic differeittial r

to' +.89 (StrongoccupatiOnal interest score for chemist).
.;*

Factor analysis

The 30-ratings of occupations in terms of Personal interest, the 10

semantic'differential ratings, and t1.e 27 Strong scores described aboye

from the 324 subjects in the initial testing session were-subjected to a
4

faCtor analysis. A scree, test indicated 'that a Seven factor solution was

efficient; the first seven principal Components were extracted and rotated

to simple structure, according to varimax criterion.' Oblique rotation

altered the factor toadingsvery little; the variables thus appear to be well

represented by orthogonaldimensions. The shlieTaTactors account* for

about 57% of the total variance. 1 f_

The sixth factor,.whild well defined S4atisticall,y, proved difficult to

interpret psychologically; the other six factors were interpreted as follows:

Factor 1: Science, Factor 2: Creative arts, Factor Busiaess, Factor.4:

Helping people, Factor 5:i TraditiOnal female role, Factor 7: Evaluative

science. The factor loadings of the.various tests on these six factors'are

shown in Table 2.
. ) '

.
*

The reliability of the factor scores over time was tested by correlating

,the before and-after factor scores-.,for the six meanineul faig ilors for all of

the "jects tested twice (N4 124). Theie coefficie nts were as tollows:

',84, .84, .82, .86, .71,- -indicating substantial temporal stability?v

'Motivation for taking the experimental course

One set .of analyses carried out among those initially tested contrasted

those definitely interested in taking the'experimental.course (N = 137)1with

11
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, . , ' `- t
those not definitely intere'ste.&(3 = 187) on all 68-vailgies, making Use.of %.

t .'4
...

t-tests. oe the 6q tte, 32,(47%)--Oel'e significant at the%.05'level or'abOve:.
,_,I,

Those interested Irvtaking phe'courSp rated .the following occupations, signs, i '

-.,

flcantly higher in .bsils g"ps'oFti..i- int Enst:- anthropologist, ,author', .

.

. .

biologist, biology teacher, cheisist, chemiStry teachS, engineer, mathematics '

teagiaer, psychologist,Ipsychiatrist, physiciai, airline pilot'anddregistered
. -

nurse; On the semantic differential, thoseilnte,

biologist and chemist sigrificabitly higherthan

Those interested were'alsosignificant1/ higher

reeted in the oourse-Tated

didthdanot,interested. .4
in the rating's of:their career

plans in terms of scientific interest'. They were also significantly. higher' ..
.

on the following Strong 15dtic Interest scoresr public speaking, law/politrcs,

nubers, physical sciencelmechanidel, biblogical science, medical science,: /

and writing. Those interested ilOthOlpourse were also, signifcantly:higher

on all 8 scientific occupational interest scores from the-St?'ong.
SP 4

An analy4s of variance, contrasting the experimental and first control

'groups (all of whom were definitely interested in taking the course) with

those not intgrested,' showed a signifidant effect (p = .001) for gfbup on

the first factor sc*es('science) derived from tie factor analysis 'described
.

.4

above. The Duncan Range testAkhowed-the experimental and hrst.control

`groups not'o differ from each ,other'-but. to he significantly higher on the

scientlfiC factor ores than those/not-Interested in taking the cdurse:
r\

Enjoyment and success An the course

Of the 68 students who were initially-enrolled in the course, 58 (85%)

.00

ti

completed it successfully, thereby earning four hours of collige'credit.

The final' rades were distributedeas foIlowt: 15 A's,. 27-B's, 15 C's and ,

l'D. All students completing the-course rated their enjoyment of-It-on

lelpoint scale (mean rating ='7.1). Thfre was a positive and significant_

correlation between.the gtuhents' ratingsof enjoyment and the grades rer
t

ceived (r = +.63). It 'shoad,be-noted that the,iatings.of adjoyment.were
A'

made prior to the assignment of final/grades, although students prdbably

, had some lidea aboutisow they Were doid that time.

Prior interest in science as a c eer, as mea6ured"by ralidgs often
. -

scientific occupationS in terms bf personal interest, also correlated.

positively and significantly with both gradet (r = +.39) and'ratings:of-

.
enjoyment (r = +31),

.

4.

12-
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,Ratings-ofenjoyment were found to 'be positively and significa4ly .

related...to'iatingsin the first testing of personAl'inteest in the octupa-

tionsof anthropologist and sociologist and negatively related to

of airline stewardeis and ,kindergarten teacher. .Ratings of-eziamvment were

also related positively to basic interest scores on the StrOng in the first

isteatIng for public speaking, law/politiqs, physical science, and mechanical,

and to occnpational,interest scores in the Strong-for dh 'st engineer.

?or the second testing enjoyment of the cOursevaspositi, to
d

-ratings of personal.interest.ln anthropologist'and,enthor, o semantic'

differential ratings of novelist? poet, dancer, and artist.
r

Grades'in the course were found"to bepositively and significantly re-'

lated to ratingS/af.pertonal interest in, the pccupatiOns of antbrropologisi,

author; accountant, psychologist, psychiatrist, airline.pilot4iand sbciolo-

gist in_the first testing., Grades were also.fOund to be relatedto positive-.

ly.to basic interest scores on the Strong for publiC speaking, law/politics,

physical science, methaniCal, and writing and tgoiloccupational interest acpres

for physician, chemist, and engineer in the First testing. In the second

testing, gpades were pafitively and Significantly related ratings of

peisbnal interest'in-the careers of anthropologist, author and journalist,

and negatively related to: ratings" for aiiline.sewardess. Ititthe second

testing, grades 44N.ialso positively rel4ted to rat ngs.Otbelic-interest

scales 'from the Strong for public speaking, lawriPo tics, and writing, and,

negatively related to basic interest in hOrmeming Grades wdre °also posi-

relatqd to occupational interestsco:s for physician, chemist and

engineer in the gelid testing.

Alter the course was completed and grades' received by studezTts,, eva04-

tions'of the course were distributed to those completing the course bucCess-
,

tUlly and were returieciby 47 of,the 58. (Evaluations werr mailed to the_10

-.'dropouts,,be wire'-returned by only one,) As may be seen in Table 3, all 10
Alit

ofwebe-resiondents,who received A's are interested in or planning to take

additional college courses in the particular fieldsinWhich they participated

in the RISE course; 21 of the 25 respondents who received"B's, and only 7 of

the, 12 receiving C's plan to take additional courses in the specific field.

S'

Effect's of course

odertral ana1yses of variance-of the type \1for repeated measures were ,

carried out contrastinOheeeperimental and first control groups on the

13
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before and after measures. So far as these trial by gtOup(2 X 2) anaiydes

of, the factor scores 'were concerned, for factor one (scientific) a signi:fi-
.

cant effect (p = .05) was found fOr trial, with,soores being significantly

in the second testing. For factor two (c4.eatiVe arts) a similar
/

9 significant' effect was found or trial (p = .01) with the. scores being
.

signifitantly higher on the second testing.. No significant effects were

found for fadtor three (business)... for factor four (helping people), a
..., .r

groul6by trial Sonteracti.on was found (.p = .01)'with the ex3eriental group

being higheion the. -initial testing and lower,on the second testing than

the control group. For factor five '(traditional roles), iroup, trial,

and group by trial effects were significant at the .05 level"! The experi-

mental group was. significantly hiper than'the control groupithe second

testes significantly higher than the first, with the latter effect seen

only in the experimental group. _
r

'Two (2 X 2 X 2) additionaLenAlyses of variance were cairied out con-_,

trast4pg the experimental and contAligroups on the before and after test-.

ing for 2.)'*1-scientifid vs ten non-scientificioccupations raid in'

terms of p4sOna1 interest,, and (2) five scientific vs five non-scientific

semantic di'fferential,ratings.

The first Arq%'rsis showed a significant effect for scientific vs non-
.

scientific (p 1' .001), with the scientific occupations Ated-higher, and

a significant trial by scientific-nonscientific interaction (p = .05). As'

may be seen in Table 4, this interaction may be largely ateributedo an

0111. increase over time in the ratings of non-scientifiCoccupations, particularly

by the first control group. .

For the analysis of the semantic differential ratings, on1Pone signifi-'

cant effect was foupd--scientifiC*occupations were rated higher than non-

scientific (see table-5).

Table 6 shows that both experimental and control groups declined slightly

in ratings of; scientific interest of careers in the open-ended question.

Table 7 also sh slight declines inboth groups for the eight scientific

wctpational in e?est scores on the Strong. Tables 4, 5, 6,' and 7 also

show that the second control group .(randomly selected from the original

pool of subjeets and tested only tq_thepecond,testing) were generally lower

in scientific interest whether measured.} y ratings in terms of personal
.

interest5 tle semantic differential, the ,open -ended

a

14 .
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4Uestion or the Strong test.. This .N.ffeience, which will be discussed

below, obviated the usefulness of the second group as-a control;,therefore

no statistical Analyses were-carried autk-with this group.

Titles 4, 5, 6 and 7 also sho4 that the 10 dropouts from the experimental

", course were also consistentl.y lower in all scores related to interest in

\icientific careers." t_. -tett out on all 6a measures contrasting .

the 10 drdpouts with the 58 students who completed the course_ successfully.

Significant differences, however, were found for only:feurof the'68s

variables. Dropouts were signiftantly higher in ratings of airline

stewardess, airline pilot, and registered nurse, "Ad significantly lower

in the religious activities basic interest score on the Strong. While

the dropduts were lower than those completing the course successfully on

8 of t} '10 scientific ocmpations rated' in terms of personal interest,

4 of the 5 scientific occupations rated by, the semantic differential,

ratings of career plans, and four of the 8 scientific occupational'interest

scores from the Strong, these differences were net significdnt.

Reactions to the experimental course '5 4.

If

Both faculty and students were polled inirelation to their evaluation of

the cours In general, the faculty eonsidered the course to

be successfUl, although certain problems were recognized. Three suggestions

for .fature courses of this kind were made- (1) successive offerings of

an experimental course of this kind are recommenred,'since the first time
a course isitun unanticipated but correctible probleMs appear, thUs providing

less than optimum conditions for testing the course. In other words, a

two-trial format seems more practical because the second triil allows the
.

faculty td get the "bug" out of various operations-, (2) Certain faculty

felt that the RISE course would have been more succeasful if it had been

offered to a more selec t (on the basis of teacher recommendations, grades,

standardized test scores, and

Faculty noted that in certain

and interest of the Students,

indivi4ual interviews)jgroup of students.

cases the work seemed to ba'beyond-the abili
**., .

although goodstudentsgot a good introduction'

to,research and Derformpd well. ,(3) A more flexible'And concentrated schedule

.,- was also recommended, with more hours per week scheduled into fewer weeks. '

The RISE course,in.the,opinion of seyaral, did not schedule sufficient tou/ts

aea time for the work to be done, and class meetings were too stretched out'

over the weeks for the maintenance of maximum interest:

1,5
e
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The student evaluations cont4 nea two questions: (t) "What did you like

befit about the &RISE course?" and (2-) "What suggestion's do you have for

es if we ever shot d offer the course again'?" For a full appreciation -

othe range andi'lavor of the responie's'to-these questions, it is necessary

to read the verbiLtim comments. which are presented in Appendices G and H,
,, I

arranged according to 'the grade,veceivld in the'course.
..

St nts in general enjoyed wlp they terted the' "college atmosphere'(1, the
r

smAll b asses, and-the individual attention,- Themajority 'also seemed't

_enjoy warking witt soientific.equipmatt, such as"theiqomputer and electronic
. .

calculators. There were also criticisms about the hours, length of Periods,

etc. Several commented on the difficulty of concentrating in an after-schoOl
-

course.

A year after the course subjects were polled and asked, "Has the RISE course

that you tcok last year influenced your plans for college and career in any

way? If so, please briefly describe how." Replies were- received .from 41 of

the,58 who succdssfuLly co leted-the course, with 26 describing effects of

the course and 15 replying "no" (although some of the "no's" also 'commented.

on benefits fro the course. 'One comment, for example; was-"No - It added

to my growing interest in Nience). These comments ,are presented in Appendix

.I,'and in general reveal:di the` RISE course showed a' Pew students that

science was not for them, bu reinforced and facilitated an interest in

science among others, with 2 of the 26 Comments indicating such positive

effects. 4

Additional analyses

Since all subjects tested'provided information aboutcateer plans, thesd

data provide an opportunity to examine career plans of a fairly large's-H;le

of high7lchieving high school women. In order to facilitate an underst,ding

of this mass of data, the career mentioned firstoin the open-ended questions

In'the first .and second testing4 was categoried making use of (1) a s;-em Of

categories derived from the factor analAnartied,out in thil study, and

(2) Holland's-system of occapitional. Classification (Holland, 1966). The

system der4vtd from the factor,analYsis provided five categories: sclentific;

creative arts, business, helping people,'and traditional roles as well as a '

sixth "undecided" category. Holland's systet involves six qategories: .realistic,

investigative, artistic, socials'enterpriSing and conventional and, was
'

,upplemented by an "undecided" category (see tables 8 and 9).



. . It is interesting to note that 13% of the subjects in the first testing

and 10% in the second were comilletelY undeCided aboyt careers. In the Pi* 4'

'teStiOng, using the first system, the modal cs4egory for:the experimental and

first control groups was-the,"pcientific", similarly the modal category for

these..groups in the Holland system was "investigative" in the first testing.

The second most popularscategory. for the experimental and first control was

"helping pecile" and "social", res pectively, with these categories becoming

the modal response for the experimental group in the second testing.'

For those not interested in taking the course, on the other hand, "creative

-art's" was thre modafreSpOnse for the first systet and "social" for tdtHolland'7

system, "Iscientific" second in our system, and . "artistic" in Holland's.

For these s

gories in th

" undecided"

In order

those who had

jects, carltrs were distributed about evall7 over the date-
,

system derived from the factor analysis (and including the

tegory).

to contrast'this group who were not interested in Ohe course with

a definite interest(the experimental and first control groblas),

twodltrhi squares were computed, one for each system of categories. These were

foundik be 134.4df = 5; p - .05) for the factor analysis system and -16.2

(d4:= 5, p - .01) for the Holland system, indicating once again the difference

between those interested in taking the course and those not;

Discussion

The central hypothesis of this study was that participation in''a college-4.

level experimental course featuring independent research projecti would iftcrease

interest in science fol. a grip of high-achieving high schobl'juniors in Cot-
. 4.*

parison to-ta group epyllay high-achieving and equally interested in taking
.

such a course. When one inspects the quantitative data (Tables,4-7), it is

evident that interest in science, as measured in these ways, did not increase

for the experimental group, nor did the experimental and first control group's

differ in the post testing. Therefore, on the basis of these data, onecan-

not reject the null hypothesis regarding the effebts of the course on scien7

tific interests and attitudes.

A-Thi ladk of .positive results is further emphasized when one noter,that in

one of thesnAlyses of variance (that inVolving the first science factor) a

significant decline in scores was found over trials for the eXperimentai/and

first control groups. In o-rIgr to understand this/decline, it is necessary

l
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to examine the process * which the experimental "and first control/groups

weA selected d to note that they were significantly different from the

other 'subjectS in the initial testing group: Since the criterion for selec-

tion was a definite: iLterest in taking the experimental course, it is not

surprising t at' those who were selected were already high in an interest in

science; sihnificantly higher on numerous measures than thoSe not Wrested.
4 N

7,hiS difference rendered the second conti.ol
411

group, Selected at random from
i

the origihpl pool of suWects, relatively useless asicontrol group; since - .
. ,. . . N ,

their interest in science was.considerabIy lover thah that of the ` experimental
, 4;

and cirst'control-groups.
, .

- In effect, then; we sel ubjects for,the4experimental and fir;t

Control grCups an the basis of a high interest in science. When subjects

are seleotedOrien though in this caseait was a matter of self - selection.

. onsscoreS on one set of variableS'and then tested at a later date, one Would
. . -

*) expect a regression to the mean; since the height of the initial sc
4

can'bepartl attributed to Chance,' The d;aineAn'scores in these groAps
. .

eom-the first to, the second teqtingthusrappears,to be.a regression effect,
4,

.due to chance facOes operating in both testings.

In,contrast to the,ndiiiive results revealed by Wtestini immediately

f

. . . V
.. . 7 . % .

- gterthe -course are the Comtentsimade by the students when polled a year

later (see Aipendil'I). -These respollseq were generally positiver with a..

Number of----Sttidents ,spontaneOaslr'volunteering that the course had increased ,
1

their interest in'sCience. ,Thus; ip is posseble that .an increase in thterest
_

in science ;did occur, among,the group, despite the failure of the qUantital.
.,

tive clisia-41rom ediate4 after the course to reveal it. *"

OnemaysppOttlate that tie- screPancy between,Nthe two sets of data may.

be due to imdequate inttrum
1 ,

design, or too dlayed simit.etct 4f the

maybe that the effects of the course

developed only';.fter a periOd of time.,

the basic 'weaknesses of a 'before-after --"*"

Course oa the students. Thus, it

were not.reilized immediately but

A' -.Whetpir or :not one decep0..this last supposition, hoWever, PrmjectAISE

important implications for increasing interest in careers-inscience

ng high-achieving womenA. It should be noted thatikor the experimental

0- sublets, theeRISE course represented anacceleration in science, since it

involved a college level courses,, while the participants were high school

juhiors. Since. the instruments used in bur initial testing clearly

differentiated those ifttereste in such acceleration-from those who were
....

.

not., 'this study demonstrates gyite,clearly-that'achieving women who are
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motivated for, acceleration in science can be identified from a relatively

inetensive, single testing session: That the great majority (84) of
4. .4

11.:;)se who.ectere& the cour'ie finished i ccessfully demonstrated thatt

th motive. on and abilityNere high enough in the majority-14f the experi-t' - . .

entarsubjects to makaacCelerltioh Ilia science Zeven'when 6.66 at some

inconvenience to the sub jcct. inn terms' of traveIand:tims,Xaleas4.ble'educA.=

tional venture.
, . .. ,..,

. , .

. .

. : -v ,

Another area of interest in this study resides th64,iistruEenks used.

In
.

general, -reliabtlAties 'were, sul4t4citiar endtgh fdr accueate testing.

The factor analysis indiCateA..that O'interestin science as a career.. -', - -.,.., .

(the /first factor) it chLearly,dire,erenni a,positive evaluation ge"

scientists.qfactOr TY. qUbjects-in this study evaluitsd a'cientiit L60?e', ... :

ti

I t '\
,

favorably than what seem to be zquaaly preatigeous nQnticien4fic prbfessions.
. .

HoweVer not evexi in thve experimegt,al andAkrst cOtr8I-groups did.ai1

1

I

- I

subjects have:,an interest in:a career..in "Thps°,,if-lt,is.desirable

to identify :those. tigh" school, wOMenwith- peinterest -in ass e... c eer '
ai., ''. , I

-one should not use the Semaiaticidiffereadarv(iven though allbject.with high. . t- - . 't

motivatipn-for(the7Coursq raied.Chemis-a5/bi.Abgist.significantly highe

on the semantic differential
.
thart4 did thOse With les4 motivation), .

i
.

,..

', The- factor ana.14yais-in thi5 Study-aIe:provides-aa interesting' picture

of 'haw Career:interests among high aChoq'Wom44 can'be CategorizeditAI
.

may be seen.inTablet 8 add 9, the- cat by this analysis'
0

provide e.better fit to the career-interests,of the subjects lit thissitudy
. -

as indicated by the open- ended question(which wia'not..ineluded in. the
9

factor analysis)' than'does'Ettlandisaystemthisli tue'betause very .

few sui9je3.cts were interested iniwo of theaC)inectitego*es--whai Holland;

terms "rtalistic".anil "CoiveiltiqhslOareerV.

Along with the:Strong.te4;tv4),has much data :from earlier studies'
. ,

0.1

supporting iti'validity, the gimilerating of 30 occupatlinS.in terms of.
, 4

personal interest seems'to provide an efficient way to identify high school

,1

women who Are motivated for careers in science. This'scale has the advantage*

rot- ease of administration .since,' is self-idministering and takes only 10

minutes (as comared with the hoUrireqUired by the Strong). Scoring is also

simple since subjects respond.inerms of-a numerical scale. These ratings

have also bee found in tAi; study tie-be fairly reliable.
. ,

Two questions Which arise in reference to''these ratings are hgAr they are.
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related. to meesures of intellectual Oility-and to thedlection,of science ,.

courses in college. 1These queStions*Were not amenable/tostudy in the RISE

project since, although Subjects were selected by 1guidance counselors onl
)

thg basis of grades and standardized test scores, the experimenter did not,

have accessto these data. The positive relations-found in-ihis study, how-
, ,

ever, between grades in the course and certain ratings suggests that 'ratings

may, relate to ability;since grad's would presumably reflect ability.
.

In order to investigate these questions directly, however, additional

research: was needed. Accordingly, therati#g scales for 30 occupations, was

admpistred to 176 freshmormen entering.
s.

Goucher College, as a part of , 5'

. f
the testing session in-orientation week., The 30 ratings

.

were correlated with(

verbal and mathematical SAT scores, grade point averagvin the first semester;
..,

and number of science and math: courses eledt;:ct in the first semester.
.r : 1

the ratings we're not foupd to be related to grades from the first semester,
4 .

no to grades in science and math courses, but were significantly related,to,
.., 41v

SAiPICares land to ,the nUmber of science courses et: Specgicallzq 4,

w., 1
verbal SAT scores were found to bepositively re

.. . :

ratings of authy
,

and negatively related
.

to ratings of kindergarten_teacher andexeculue
. ,

secretary. gore interesting from the stAndpoint of thid study were the
. ...._.

.
,

relations, found for mathetatics SAT, wbich,was positively related io'ratingi.
k

-of biologist, biology teacher, chemist, chemistry Leacher, engineer, math
,

.

teacher, add p.1:sician (and negatively related to ratings of.actressl. - --p-

litiller ai science and math courses elected the first semestO was pcaitively-
- . .

. - related-toltatings of biologist, biology teacher, dhemist, cheMistryteachere,

_ . engineer, math teather,'physician, and re
,.

giltered nurse. Number:of science
_

t
,courses electedwas also found to be negatively related to ratings of actress,

*author,,b).s3Xess executive, Fngligh teacher, guidance cbunselor,-journalist
. .

and social worker. ,

. _ (4

Higher ratings of acientific occupations in terms of personal interest
I:

thus appear to reflect both's. grater tathematicalpoility and -a higher
-

,

motivation for science. The study of the Gounher freshmen thuS'adds.to
1

the datafrOm the RISE project, indicating that motivation ands ib
.

b'ath involve.in aspiratiols for careers in science among ado escen
. -

women, as seen-in the ratings of various scientifig occupationS in 'terms'
41' .

of personal interest4 '
.

o,
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Practical Implications

Insummary, the IRIE:project demonstrates Clearly thatilcceleration in

science is :iractical for sUbstantialnumbers of achieving high school women.

It-also shows that high school women with sufficient ability and motivation.

for acceleration in science can be readily'identified: Thi study'also

suggests that perhaps only about 3Q% of these.women with sufiicient motiva7

.on for acceleration in science sire planfling careers in the biological,

medical and physical sciences. About an additional 25%, homavar, are

aiminglfor the professions dubbed in this study "helping people," (such -
as social.workl.guidance counselor, etc.) which ma5dbe oemsidered to be

science-based, even thdigh not investigative: Acceleration in science,

1 ( \,#owaver, would also benefit those .not aspiring scientifiC or science-

44.sed careers, since they presumailewould.be better'Informed abgut science

as a'resultA
4

.14Cplarning for, future experiments in acceleAtionvour experience(
t.

.

suggests that two successive trials are needed to get an experimental

.courserunning smoothly, that a more selective group than in this study

would be better able to benefit from College-level courses, and that a

'more concentrated Schedule than ours would facilitate interet end learning

4 in such Courses.

.41 r

4_ rf

'

1 1
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TABLE 1

Nubber Of,Subjects particiPatiilg,in the 'various phases of Project '.RISE

1 # .

t

k

High Schooli Original Pool .2nd Control Revised Pool Tested Experimental'lst, Cont
Group (a) 'Oct.4.974 .

Group (b) Gtoup (

A

B1

Total

i
.

.
130

113' . 14 99

12..f 16 95.
v*

.N.

125 3 95 .,..

479 65 384

85

331.

35 '*95 '939 17 14*
17 12

'12 - 18,

'22 25.

68 69

'(a) 2nd control group was seleeted by random procedures from original pool

(b)' Experimental and ldt control groups were selected by random procedures from
`Those tested who were definitely interested-in_taking the course.

f If
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.'' TABLE 2

fr.

Interpretable, fa ors With factor loadings Of Scores from gocupational

ratings, 'semantic Differential Rating and the Strong'Vocational Interest Blank.

Factor I 'Scientific Career

491

.85'

.83

.79

.78

'.77

.71.

.66

:65

1'51%

:56

.54

.54

.51

.51

.46

t
.'

'actor II Cre ive Arts
. *

St physical science

St enginer

,St chemist

, St medican technician

R chemist ''

St physician

St dentist

St mechanical

R biOloglst

St medical science

St, computer programmer

.85 : St
416.

.78 -St

.68 St

.63 St

.60 R

.58 St

57 St

.56 SD

.54 SD

.52 -R

.51 SD

.50 SD

.44.9 R'

4S 'R

Perforiing arts

writing

Tart

math-science teacher

author

music

'public speaking

dancer

novelist

actress #

artist

poet

dancer

journalist

40
St math - science- teachers

R '_chemistry teacher

St numbers

II' physician,

R biology'thacher,

R engineer

Si chemist
41.

.44 1R anthropologiot

:43 SD biologist

Note: R = Atingsof interest in occupations

SD = S tio Diqerential 1.atings.(evaluitive scale)

w St.= Interes _4 occupation scores from the Strong Vocational Iefterest
t 1

Blank for Women,

;1

S.

.` .4r

le
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Table 2 !!. page 2

-26-
'Factor III Business

. 7# St office practice
A '

.68 Si{ merchandising

. 67 R business executive

. 67 'R accountant

.60 R sales manager

.56 R ' executive secretary

54 St, numbers

.52 R life insuraafe saleiman.

-.48 St physician

-.44 St mathematician

4

Factor IV

.80 R

.78 R

.74 R

.66 R

.60

;50 R

.40 R

Helping People

psychologist

sociolog#t

psychiatrist

social worker

guidance counselor

journalist

author

Factor

.77'.

.71

.61

.59

.54

.47

.47

.44

V Traditional Roles

St social sciences

St ..leeachf.ng

a kindergarten teacher

sports'

St homemaking

R regitered ;arse
11.

St medical science

St mat4ematician

St outdoors

Factor VI. Evaluative'Science

.63. .SD biologist

.60, SI: chemist

. 57

. 53

. 47

SD economist

SD sociologist

SD psychologist

28
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Teble3

Distribution of grades in relation tolinten ion and deiire for:taing additional

courses in field
4

4

trade : :Total NUmber,c Going to take acre courses?

'Member Responding

A .

B

D

ro

go.

fi

4

4.

Yes No

15 10. 10 0

29 211 21 2

C 15 12. 7 5

1 0

10,

b.

29

a
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Table 4

Mepas for pre and posttestfor'the dropouts (N =

(N = 58), first control group (Nt.= 62) and second

for tiaS- rating's of interest in lien scientific and

..

Experimental Group
a

, _Scientific

Non Scientific

Dropout's

Scientific

Non Scientific
r7

First Control Gnu;

SCientific

. Non Scientific

Second Control Group

Scientific

on Scientific

10))_ experimental group

Control group (g = 68)

ten non-scientific occupations.

1

25.3,

23.9

4rc.

Pre

27.3

22.2

.27 0

21.9

:26:8

22.7

.7*

Post

. .

23.7

23.1

.21.0

mak

S

3 0

i
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Table 5

Means for pre and post test semantic tifferentl,a1 ratings for five scientific

and five no scientific occupations for tl1FexperimentaI group, dropoutsi? \\

first control group and second control 'oup

Dropouts

-Scientific

Experimental group

rtientific

'Non scientific

ti

Pie

-168.0

114.7

167.0

Non scientific,- 143.6

Post

164.1

"149:7

1
4 -

4_A

First Control group

Scientific 166.4 171.0

Non Scientific 140.2 144.9

Second Control group .-1 .r

1
Scientific 162.6

Non scientific 4 ; ..,1 4 5 -.I

A

A

31
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01,40 Table-'6
stings cf caz)er fcir scientific relevance....

1e and post test for the erimental group; dropouts, first coytrol group,
'and second..control

Pre Post
Experimental 3.§4 3.45

. *
Dropouts, 2.80
First' Control ,Gilbirp,,. - 3.27 3.16

Second Control GrOup, 3.00

4

32
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' Cable r

Pre and post scores for eight scientific Occupations-from the Strong Vocational

Interest Blank forWomen forthe dropouts,'experimental group and two control

groups.

Occuptrtion

Physician '

,

.

Experimental'

Pre Post

31.1 28.1

25.1 21.8

32.4) 29.2.

12.0 8.6

17.3 114.9

33.1 31.1

33.9 31.9

23.7 22.1

'

1

.

r

Dropouts

Pre

26.1

24.5 .

32.7

'9.7

17.0

31.8

35.6

23.7

First Control' Second Control

...Pre Post Post

30.7 29.8 24.4

26.5. 25.9 22.8'

.-335 31.5 29.1

13.3 12.2 5.3

19.0" 18.1 13.6

33.7 32.3 31.7.

35.2' 33.4 33.6 i

c 26.2 25.0 19.7

Dentist

Medioel Teel:allied.=

Chemist.

Mathematician

Computer Programme r6

Math-Science Teacher

Engineer \

Note:. These are standard scoresderi4ed'fran samples of women in the occupations in ,

question, who showed I mean score of 50, and standardakviation of 10.

33.

^
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TABLE 8

ed over categories deiived from the Factor
sis-

Career Choices from Open-ended Question ar

Groups

Categories

Successful
Experimental

N = 58
Testing

4

1 '2
0

'Scientific 18(.(31%).

Creative Arts 6 (10%)

Business 5 ( 9%)

Helping
People

TraditiOnal-
Roles

Uzi:decided

I

15 (26) 16 (27%)

5 (15%) 9 (15%)

( 9%) 4r(14%)

. ,

0

'First
Control
N = 59
Testing

1 2

Second,
Control
N = 66

17 (29$) 19 (32%) 18 (27%

7 (12%) (14%) ,10 (15%

10(17%)' 6 (10%) 9 (14%

9 (10) .11 (19%) '11 (17%)

9 (14%) 9 (15%) 14 (210)

7 (12)
,

6 (10%) 4( 6%)

Note: N's Are somewhat smaller \than tota[1 to

because certain subjects answered the open- ended
question facetiously. \

4

1

3

Others 'Total - Total
.N = 196 lstlbsting, 2nd Tes

N-17: 313, = 183

33 (.7%)

43 (22%)

3o (15%)

30 (15%)

31 (16%)

29 (;5%):

.e

54 (17%)

49'(15%) 32 (17%)

41 (13%)' 18 (10%)

.68 (24) 52 (28%)

56 (17%) _25 (14%)

45 (14%) 18 (10%)

38 (21%)
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TABLE1.9

r

Career Choices from Open-ended Question arringed over categories derived from Holland

Groups

SUccesstiL
Experimental

I= 58. .

Testing

First
Control
N 2 59
Testing

Second
Control
N= 66

,

Others Total
N = 196 Fiist

Testing
N 2 313

1 * 2 1 .

Categories
1

1 ( 2%) 0 ( 0%) '0 ( 0%) 2 (3%) 0\( 0%) 0 ( 0%)

V ''
is Realistic

, Investigative 22 (37%) 18 l %) 22 (37%) 23 (39%) 19 (29%) '38 (19%) 82 (25%)

Artistic 6 (10%) 7 (12%) 7 (12%) 6 (10%) 10 (15%) 44 (22%) 57 (18%)

Social 20 (34%) 21 (36%) 14 (24%) 18 (30%),.22 (33%) 55 (28%) 89 (28%)

.Etterprising 5 ( 9%)1 3 ( 5%) 6 (10%)' :4 ( 7%) 7.(11%) 22 (11%) 33 (10%)

Conventional.,
40

(_o%) o ( o %) 3 ( 5%) . 2 ( 3%) 2 (,3%) 8 ( 4%) t1 c'S(%)

Undecided . 5 ( 9%) 6 (14%) 7 (12%) 6 (1o%) 4 ( 6%) 29 (15%) 41 (13%)

o

:3 5

Total
Secbnd
Testing
N = 183 .

3 ( 2%)

6o (32%)

23 (12%)

61 (33 %)

14 ( 8%)

4 ( 2%)

18 (10%)



pendix i. Initial letter inviting subjecti teparticipate in project. The e letters'
were mailed to the potential subjects at home. 7^ w.:on

-

a

Dear Student:

Manitrinii

or

f 04, fp,. , on% Zgy 71,` .

September 23, 1574

I am pleased to inform you that you have been selected to particIpezo In
Project Rise, which is a study of career.development inw6men being carrioc out

.by Goucher 'College In cooperation with the-National Science Foundation. The .

study will have several phases, which will 5e explaineci to you as we go along.
The first step is a testing ,session to be held Period 1 on Wednesday, Cc:ober 2.:
1-will be.lcoking forward to,,seaing you there.

.

,
,,

.

4.'
r 1 /1 ...4, 9 ... %19.0 V. ......o0..... J %/AO. .:, ;7.7.... -,

.f.... k Banbe,rah. Long . ,,, 4

Dear Parents:

'Project Director

Z(
A

r
.' I an please4 to inform- you'that your daughter was selected by rendam
procedures from among thine girls in her class above averago in achievement
ant ability to partipite in Project Rise, a study of careeF development
in womqn being carried ,tout by Goucher CollAgejm cooperation with the Nationtl
Science Foundation.

A

The only tests to be Administered in this study will 40.e those reeved to
vocational interests and attitudes toward various careers. Wa will also be asking
the students to supply information about occupationt and education of parents,
so that we can sees how these variables relate,,to career development. Al best
scores and other information will be keptstrictlya confidential; and the' t1 ,
will report group averages, noi individual responses. In June, 1975., stindeslized . ,

ccational interest test Scores wiil''be returned to the guidance counselor, afie'L
1, \Will be 'available to you and your daughter: .

.

i

The study will go-.on for several years, so that we can -see hoW cerAers_
. : develop. We will explain each phase to you as we go along.icAlso, if you ever

need to contact us, Mrs. Susan Horn, assistant director of he project, lives
on the Goucher campus, and is usually available to the.teleOhone (825.:3300) in
the evening. *N4.

/
Participation in this roject(, of course, st, ictly voluntary. WI hope

that all those invited t _participate will coopeate. If you do not want your
daughter to pal-ticipate, pfease seed a note to that affect to Or. Nary.
Otherwise, we will be locking forward to seeing Ydun daughter on October 2.
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rg.-
Appendix B. Latter gi'An all tested subjects describing course

PLEASE RETURN SY

;4,;(interdisciplinary coAege course, Kesearqh Introduction to

Science, will be offired, tuition free, to certain studeAts in this

group.by Goucher College. There will be two sections (a student would

attend one of these) (1) Thursday, 3:30-5:30PM (2) Saturday: ., .

11:30AM each week frcim October until April. TAnsporze.tion will be

provided from your high school to the Goucher College campus. Four

hour transfqrWe college credit will be given to tnose who complete

the course.

The course is designed for capable students of your age. :t

will.icluda an introduction to a variety of the natural and social

sciences, and,wili provide an opportunity to carry our independent
9

research and to use.cartain-scientific equipment and the Goucher

computer. The two hour period each week will permit a large portion

of the work to be completed in class, although some assignments, out.

of class will be made. -_The emphasis is to be on student participation:

There will be no charges for materials- -the course is free to thosi4

selected.

Please indicate your interest in participating in this course, s.

if you siiouldOe selected. . (Selections will be made by random procedures

from among those,interested. Not a101oo interested can be uelected). .

Definitely Yes

Probably Yes

No

Student's Signature

37-
Parent's' Signatur-e
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Lettdr informing Experimental group of:their Wection

Our

Towson,

\ Lq4eilla 21204

1 (301) 825=1100t I -7;

Octohe0016, 1974

.
.

-

I am pleased to inform you the: you have bee;.1 selec.ted by means sf
random procedures from among those interested to enroll in the Research
intrbduction toScience course at Zoucher College. We were able to
enroll only about half of thoie interested, so you were lucky to be chosen,
and I hope wil.1 enjoy the course.

.I
.

Because of the school holidays next week, we plan' to hold,the opening
session of the course on Monday afternoon (3:30 to 5:30), October, 21. Both
Thursday and, Saturday sections Will attend this important initial session..

.

On this occasion we plan to explain procedures, introduce fa . 'ty and
student teaching avistants, show you around the campus, and hav a re-
caption (with refreshments). This meeting wiil be held in Kelly ecture
Hall (next to'the libraryl. The reception will] be held in ple lounge of

',

Heubeck Dormitory.

/.
.

.

Transportation will be prewidgk from your high school to the Goucher
camp-us and back for each of the twenty-one (21) sessLons. Detailed in-
formation about the dates of these sessions -and about the buses a
enclosed. Because the course involves learning research techniques and
using scientific equipment, class participation is very important. -There-
fore, attandanCe at all sessions is expected, and is necessary for an
optimum learffing experience. If you have to miss due to illness, please
inform us and bring a note from your parents.

We ire pleased to welcoMe you to the courik.- and are lootg,forward
to seeing "you and getting better acquatnted on Monday, October 21.

38

Yours truly,

Barbara M. Long 1

Project Director

YOua.re assigned to the section.



Appendix D. Letter; to first control group

4

we-

. -,

Tounol

2/25-;
(301) 825-3300

December 19, 1971+

Dear

111

This letter is addresSed to those students in our study who indidat:sd
:hat they *ere definitely interested in taking the xper;mentel course
at Goucher, but who were not chosen by 'the random procedures we used
for the final selection: We were ou'.te pleased at he response to the
course - about. twice as many indicated a definite interest thah we were
able to accomodate in the course. We were sorry not to be able to
include all Who were interested.

We want you to know' that even thoughch ance did not favor you for the,/
course,' you are, still impotItapt to our\study. W are interested in
following you for several years as your career 4ielops, and will be
'testing you again in the spring. !ill be looking forward to seeing
you then.

39

'(ours- truly,

!-em
r"".

Barbara -H. Long
. Director, Project RISE
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NAME ,

Appendix E. Career Attitudaand Plana' arTey

ADDRESS

4
TELEPHONE

O

BIRTH DATE

FATHER'S OCCUPATION

Does your Mother work?

FRIttime

MOTHER'S 1CCUPATION

5)

Occasionally,:

FATHER'S YEARS OF SCHOOLING
.

DoCtor;s Degree

High School Graduate

MastersIDegree

10th Grade

AB o BS. ) S.ome Col Neg

. ''

Ilk
l'

MOTHER'S YEARS OF SCHOOLING -2):
.:. .

.
8th Grade

Doctor's Degree Masters Degree AB or IS 4fme College

High School Graduate 10th\Grade

% 74p,

4

0

!

8th Grade

; -

4.;

-AO

, ;40.eT

I



AppenClialitPage 2

Please rate each of .the foil lowing occupations in term of yetr(own interest

-39-

Career Interests
-_

possible car'eer, using,the following scale:
'4

Actress

AnthropPlO§ist

5 -- Very much interested.

'4 - Moderately interested .

.

3 - Mildly interested

'2 - Probably not interested.'

-1 Definitely not interested-

Journalist -4164.416

( Kindergarten Teacher

as a

Artist` Mathematics Teacher

Author

AccootAnt,

Biologist,

Biology Teacher

2 M -

Chemi4 kt

Cbemisir er. 4

Business Ex.ecut4ve.

g

ql

Dancer
7 ;

Engineer' =

eacher
6 ,..

. Airline $t rdess

Guidance Counselor-.. .

1 .1

,

N

a

Physical EducaliOn Teach

Psychologist

Psychiatrist *,

Physici-in

Airline Pilot

Elicutive Seereta4

41'

Sales. Manager

Social
P
WorIcer

Sociologist,

w
1*. Life InSiartce Salesthan

Professi onal Athlete

Rtgistered Nurse(

'7.



Appendix E, page 3 -43-

Purpose: The purpose ofthis test is to assess how youfeel about
certain occupations in terdsof these adjective rating cales.

Di,pgetions:
,

For each oEcupatiOn such as "Novelist" therAill be 6
. .

-scales '(pairs of adjectives) which- follow., Place an X oh' one of the

seven spaces of ,the Stale' or each of 'the 6 scales '(0airs of adjectives)
.

as follows: .

.

I
.

1) If youOkel,that your,perception of a novelist is very
.

closely relatedio cmeend of the scale (for example, valuable),
place your checiPmfrk as follows: ,'

?

'valuable X , ''''''
it worthless -

-or'
. *

.

vithlesi
.-

. wapabli

2) If you feel that ;the occup'ation'is quite closely-related to

one end sif the scale (,ey boring) place your chemark as
follows:

. , JP'
N 4.'

5 ,

interesadig
1 boring .

-...-

.

\
boring X .. : jlinterestirkg

gtre #43) If you feetrthat the occupation only slightly rel a6.
oal side .(Say successful) as opposed to the other Isay.unsuacessful),

but is not really neutral, then checX as faflows:
.uf

--"

r

.unsuccessful _ _ successful

410006ssful
11,

I :doe* ,
ursuccesiful

. 1

-or AIE
.

\ N *

4) If you considei the occupation to be neutral o the Oahe,
both sides of the scale.equally associated with t occupation or
if'the.scale is comp4eeely irrelevant, inrelate o` -the occupation

' for you, then you should.plaqe your%:check-mai.k n the middle space:

honest

dishonest,

x ,dishonest.,

or 4 */X , , honest'
110.4.

Note: , it is importag,t t you coaglete each' kale for each oCtupation.

Placa one check (and o one)-on.one of the seven, spicet.fo each adjective ,

scale.

42

&
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Appendix E, page

Valuable

Foolish_

0
. NOVELIST

Successful

4

aorirvg

'honest

-Pessimiitic

ti

Al

11111MM.1111.11

c)
I

4

Worthless
4r

Wise

Unsuccessful

Interesting

Dishonest

Optimistic

IN,..,Note: Other occupations rated. were Psychologist, Dramatist, W.ologist, Poet,

Chemist, Dancer, Economist, Artist, Sociologist.

. 43
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In 1 few seritencesttescribeyour own career plans, giving reasons for

your Apices.

e

r

r

tes

vh:
-1k

dr

44

4

4Ir

e
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Appendix F. Syllabi of Course' Sections

Research introd4Iticti to Science .(Project RISE)

46iction: Biology I (Lacy)

410
Syllabus

Reading Assignments.

Beadle, G.W,, 1948, The genus of menand,molds, Sci. Amer., 78-87,/,.-
Beadlest.W. and E.L. Tatum, 1941, Genetic'control of biochemical

-reactions in Meuroosora. P.N.A:S. 10! 499-946.

Fincham, and l'Air.Days-1971,' Fungal Genetics03rd.edition-

Blackweil Sci. Publ., Oxford. (Chap. 1, The chrecbsomi

theory 'as illustrated by the genetics of Neuropspora. /

pp. 1
-18:Abitjt-ji,The.inductiOn,isolation, and characteri-

zation of mutant's, pp.
46-47, 56-58); Chap. 7, The gene as

a functional unit, pp. 140-154)

Lacy, A.M., 1965 Neueospora mutant hunand nutant classification.

816. 311 lab. mnual

Lacy, A.M., 1965, Structural and physiological relationships

within thetd locus in Neurospora Classa. Bioche&.Biophys.

ros. Comm. 18: 812-823

,

Lacy, A.M., Mellen, and K. Porierance, 1968, Genptics and bio-

chemistry of osmotic-remedial td mutants of Neurospora.

Prod/XL1 Int. Genet. Cong. Tokyo. 1 :, 2t

Littiewood, rR.i. and K.D. Munkres, 1972, Simple Aid reliable

method for replica plating Meurosoora crassa. J. Bact.

1017-102.1

Mating, B.D., 1960, Replica plating end-rapid ascus collection of

Neurosoortt. J.Gen. Microb. 257-260

Partridge, C.W.H., Case, and N.H. Giles, 1972, Direct induc-

tion in wild type Meurosoora crassa of mutants Ica-1) ,

constitutive for the catabolism of guinate and shikimate.

Genetics, 22,.: 411-17.

r.

a

45
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Appendix F,'page.I -44_

. .

'-PrOect RISE Biology Syllabus - 2

le...Experimental rojects: .two to be carried onhby.all'students
-concurrently .

',A6 Attempt to,develop-a replica-pIa1tIng tephnique that would

be effeetive in isolating amitrol resistant mutants of

N. crassa-- I necessary preitminary to a projected study'

by ML of the regulation of tryptophen biosynthesis le

such mutants.' A number of tricky technical problems'are

&waived.

B. The genetic,and\pinsiological characterization of "unknown"

tryptophan synthetase mutants of N. crassa.- Each student

will be given two "unknowns". They wilt characterize them

genetically by determining whether or not they are Pinked

to "fluffy" on linkage group II. They will also character-'

Ize them functionally by measuring their growth at different

tmeperatuips on differently supplemented media, by identitr

ing and measuring accumelation products after growth in 1-

tryp. supplemented medium, and by the ability of the mutants

to'complement other mutants in heterocaryons.

-71111,

mere will be three quizes based on reading assignments

and 'Tabora tort' reports.

The gradewill be determined on the average of .the three quizes, iinal

written report, and- general quality of laboratory.

cc: Been Billet,
Mrs. Horn.

4

,

It



Appendix F page 3 -45-

J
o

BIOLOGY SECT 0 : Studyof the Effects of Reserping.on the white
Chromatophbre System of the'iddler 'Crab (Uca
pugilator)i

INSTRUCTOR: Dr. H. Marguerite Webb

TEXTS AND COURSE MATERIALS: The BiolooicalClock;-Biown, Hastings,
Palmer; other related readings; lecture's;
laborato7 equipment andlchemicalsX,
fiddler crabs

ASSIGNMENTS AND ACTIVITIES: One test; written report on experiments,
and results; performance in'laboratry;

4 illectures4and discussions.

COURSE DES.CRIPTION: After reading related materials, baEkground inforN
mation, and attending lectures, the students carried
let experiments on reserpine-treated and untreated
crabs. They learned to inject the crabs with reser-
pine, to observe the stage of the chromatophores,
and to analyse their data. They attempted to iden-
tify the nature. of the blocked synalAek.

.4

47 4
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CHEMISTRY SE(Chemical
Studies and Research

INSTRUCTOR: t

)

is A. Walker

TEXTS AN&FlUltimate Speed," "Time Dilatiibn" (films); guest

,eaker.; various readings related to laboratory

y
ork; laboratory'equipment and chemicals

ASSIGNMENTS IVITIES: Ofe test, two oral. progress reports; one

,flnal written report; performance in

)aborat ry; lectures and dis6ssions

,Atif

COURSE DESCR 'Readings were assigned on laboratory techniques,

and class lectures and discussions were held on

pertinent reactions and structures of compounds..

"Experimental
(laboratory) 'work was carried on with

close supervision of instructor and student super-

visor. The following three chemical problems Ogre

studril:

lYt The synthesis, separation, characteritation and

:Identification elan organic 6ompound (the re-

lion product of rhodonire and isobutraidehyde);

wiighing, refluxingr filtratipn, reCrystallization,

.determinaton of melting point, and infra=red

absorption spectrum techniques were used.

2) chemical studies 5 allagechrome," a water soluble

. .plant pigment; main technique used was polaro-

graphy to attain an estimated molecular weight'

3)
sipectrophotometric (U-V visible) studies of the

4omplexation of copper by chloride ions in-ter-

iary butanol; preparation pf several solutions,

nalysis of U-V spectrawere involved.

In ddition, two films and a guest lecturer

sup lemektod the'class work.
N,

48
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ECONOLIICS SECTICar 'The Ghetto

I

-47-

OTSRUCTOR: Robert Pearsod

TEXTS AND ULTERIALS: Daniel R.4tsie/7-The Basic Ectnomics

Racial Crisis* simulation game, GHETTO

ASSIGFENTS ACTIVITIES: readings from text, claes cuss ons and'

lectures,4films,.simulation game,MTTO; (one tao-

hours long, one .one hour long), fim4 report (analytical

of the Urban \

COURSE DES

4

biography):

CRIPTION: St. den were introduced to some basic economic

principles of efficient and inefficient allocatiolhof resources

"sin the market system. The major project consisted of-mcziting ,.

an analytical biography of two ghetto characters ( data *
,

generated by the GiiETTO game). A. two hour exam on econom-
'principles and a one hour amm on the ghetto readillgs :r-re

given in addition Iiiighe projects The grade was determined:s

by the exam grades"Wtha final project ( analytical ,

biographies).

41"
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rarimuStCTION:, Historical Research - Political Election

pSr.UCTOi: Dr. Jeanne Baker

TESTS AND UATIRLILSORay Nichols, The Stakes of ?over, pp. 1.7-el
. G. Banda0-171:77E77; FFEr4ant, 73. 75-153

D. Fite, The ?resineFEEil :111.ction of 360.9-1p.
Nevinsrfneeertco..,

J. Baker, The 731itics of Continuity, pp. 1-145 -

Leonard Frrana.-7,27-4aoinelius Cotler, Issues-of
the Sixties, pp. 169-1914

Bartoa-graiiIirand Allentadison,'Trentieth
Cent] America: Relent Inter;retw420, PP. 47

CO"..BSEDESC

TheodoreZhite, The 2.12rJang oz

*passim.

the President, ...97j,
/

A=FITIES: readings, library research, introduction to',
statistical methods, written report Aver: as oral report

to class

Z.:TIM Students did bac4round reading on political slacV_ons
of 1860 & 1972 and were introduced to library research
techniques and statistical research methods. Each s ent

researched a question on slither or both elections, ing new

-quantitive procedures, and wrote a final paper on results:

of their research. The paper was presened_in class it' t'.7.e

'end of the course. ,
,,-

Among the topics investi;ated were an analysis of the
Republican platform of 1860, its "rationality" and the ability
of ths party to translate promises into legislative reality;
comparison bf the Democratic platforms in 1866 and 1972;
comparison of the, Republican platforms in 1660-and 1972;
microscopic examination of Irish and Cermad witlbeWtterns
in 1860 in Baltimore.

o U 1

-
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CS SECTION: Computers in Number Theory

INSTRUCT Dr. Geraldine Coon

TEXTS: Riehard Mann, An IBM 1130 Primer Intext Educational Publishers,.

1974

John E. Maxfield and Margaret 1% Maxfield, piscoverl.ftg Number

- Theory, W. Saunders Co., 1972

ASSIONMENTS AND ACTIVITIES: Reading text and collateral material,

homework problems, class discpssion, class lectures, two

tests during course, final written report
4

COURSE DESCRIPTION: Students learned the basic elements of FCRTEAN

programming for the, ISM 1130. T11,14included an introduction

to flow - charting,' learning how to keypunch, and writing programs

to solve such problems-as finding the average of a set of

numbers, evaluation of fee/oriels and polynomials, facto-ing

numbers; determining whether or not a given number is print,

'finding the greatest cammon divisor of two numb etc.

All of the Programs were run on the computer a_ corrections

weee made by the stud.ents.

7--

Students acquired a- knowledge of nUmber theory by assigned

readings in text, collateral reading, .class discussions,

and lectures.

The independent project was determined by the student's

ability and interests insofar as possible. Detailed written-

report's 7re:4:required, including a statement of the problem,

mathematical background, solutiomsslusions, and bibliography.

All reports included a flow chart,, listing and discussion of a

computer gram developed for that project and computer output.

51
4%.
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PSYCHOLOGY SECTION: Psychology Projects

INSTRUCTOR: Dr. 'John Finn

TEXTS AND FIB'S: "The Mind of Man" (film), 33C series on psychobiplogy,
1 readings relevant to projects

gsi rrs AND_ACTIVITISS: readings,:design of project; work on
project, final written report, no quizzes or tests

COURSE DESCRIPTION: Students designed and carried out experiments in
psychology , consulting with the instructor and reading

°relevant literature. 'Their grades were based on attendance,
conScientlousness, the design of theirproject, and the final
written report.

EN

The projects were:

Emotionality and Perceptual Defense - replication of 1947
study by Elliot LicGinnies*(published in Psychological
ReVier, 1949, 56, 244-251); a more up-to-date list of
Ita)poo" and neutral words was used and presented to six
subjects tachtstoscopically for recognition while at the
same time the Galvanic Skin Response was used as a measure
of "arousal". The trend of the results was similar to
those reported by licGinnies

The Menstrual Syndrome: pact or Fiction - a queCtiomaire
consisting of 14, items dealing with the "mood" variations,
physical discomforts, and seximl feelings was administered
to 24 females (16 to 17 yearsold) over am-eight-week
period; results showed no systematic variation specifically
related tosthe subjectst,Aenstrual cycles.

The Effects of Weather on the MocieS Of haute - this. study
was an attempt to correlate climatic variat with
shifts in 20 students of high-school'age; a. item
questionnaire was admiastered at the same each day
over a five week period and weather conditions were recorded
for eaci:day; no systematic variation in mood \eased by
Bather eras noted.

,

Relationship between Astroloszical and Pers litq CharactUr-
.istics -sixty subjects Ware given a 48 semantic
.2377iAin#al scale dealing with "personality" characteristics
Wpeopth born under the 12 astrological signs;; AO -large
correlation between astroloeical,siga and birthdate was -

*Aid for all subjects, although some individuals did show
reisonablyhigh correIailens.

.52



Append1ix F, sage 9 -51-

The Oddity Concept in Rats - this study was an attempt
to demonstrate whether t rat could learn the concept
of oddiiesa; rats were 'trained and tested over a six
week period and water-deprived rat reached.i criterion
of 80% correct choiced; in transfer phase of experiment,
a new pattern of oddness was used and the rat took.
significantly feTer .1.7d,a11 to reach criterion.

4

ti

10.

53
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Appendii F, page 10

PSYCHOLOGY SECTI

INSTRUCTOR: Ms.

TEXTS AND FILMS:

ASS)GNMENS AND

COURSE DESCRIPTI

-52-

ON: Experimental Work In Psychology-

Sally Wall

Introduction to Descriptive7Statistics and
McCollough, C. and Van At'va, L. (1965)

"The Mind of 'Man" (film)

ACTIVITIES:

Correlation

library assignment; 3 quizzes; °lel report;
written project;. design and impl &nentation
of experimental project

N: Student4 were expected to become.famil-far with
library research technique using the library
ass ignment and--to ile-come fami Hat.

cal concepts by studying from the text"-listed
above. Then in pairs, the students researched
(in the library), designed and conducted one of
the,folhowing experiments:

I) determining leactprship in a small group

2) th' effect of birth order on social interaction

3) an a -lysis of sex Offerences,..il children's
' figu e drawings

he presence of birth oi'der iter:eotyping in
characterizations construCted from.bdjective.
lists

5). changing attitudes of women.

Three quiizes were administered, and each stndent
gave an oral,,provess report on her project t.o
the instructor. A final written report of the
project and its results was r*q4Ired.

' ,....41141

54
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'Student re-Panse;td What ditd`ydu best about ,the RISE course?'

,

Th se;r.aped
'-

g .
a

1. "I liked. the,cotlege' credit, I liked working wi%h sometting new
-9 . ,

cotters and adVanced math.'"
liked .the -fact that we got to work

teacher,. but +.4e help was 'avalible at
iad.vidugl zette recieved."

*It

pretty indeper.dahtly of the ,
Ae4y and all times."

I. "I liked'the reSearc of the best because it was wiorthwhile. The

final la:)1ution wasn'tkniwel to the instructor *e were really con7
tributint iomething, not just doing tocisy work' .1 i

5. "I l ecl_ using the advanced scier.c,eequipment mom k-f also liked :the,
informality of, the c.las4.. I thiak I Illad a chance to do-more and learn

.
, more in this infdrms/,arangement.- And f feel I did. learn a-let."

6. "Theo ppolturiity to work at a college, and. to meet some Of, the Stlents
aeid-'teachert." ,

.. 't . 4 _,-.. ..
4 .

7 "I like the chance to take a college livel course without 'a lot of
,

pressure, and being -ablO to take a course -in sometning*I, had never
. .

thou,gSt about bellore."
Pe

lee
6. "Thiju.4.1eqt mattet of ay particular dourse(genetjocs, -Lacy),At

wihe challenge: it 'resented.

k

and-

; ".The- actual college-situation. learning tcperiencee as opoosed to the ,

tiaditionarl high school situation was e. wonderful, switch for mg., .. I
loved thEGoucheic ampu.S,- and rffv; instrattorl. Sally Wall, was a great
help,td me during any project."

10. "Ivliked the dl, ie contact between the instructors and the students."
- ,... . : .. . ,

14,.
.. .

km.al
`

Those graded B.
4

4

11. itI thor6ughly 'enjoyed: the course and one'of the major reasons was, that '

i had the opportunity to choose the. field I entered, therefore being
mo re willibg.toilLara and be 'taught." . it

- _

12. The class size-aid the .independende 'work involved. I 'work th a
. . iiri . 4141010441re 'and enjoyed wor th computers ti ani.....1zise clati."

.,,

. .? 'iiii
,13., I enjolje e relationship b den stA4t and teacher. I could use, :. _ .42. - .4

Mrs. Baker -'?s a resource center rather *an, a comr4er who feeds out
infornesti6zi Vial, I must digest. I realized* that I will only learns.

# something if I- do it myself and do it eto'_.the best of ray ability."
a 55
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/ e, . .

..1 .8 t'

14. "It gave a goof taste of a college course plus what we

.
shiplemented'high. school' science.4 1

qti

d there

15. "In my particular course I fauhd theyaythe teacher taught the infor-

mation tnterestine. By Using a game called the Ghetto we were abli

to place ourselves in place of the people we were studying anOhere-

fie acquire a broader range of in Ahis area." 4

1tT ;Wing with the computer".16.

17; gave me an early chance to experience a college course in the arear
.=

of my interests.

18. "I had a lot of independence ix; deCiding what kind of studies I winked

tl pursue.and,plenty of time to meet course requirements."

\19. "the experience of working on'acollege level"
. d

20. "I liked hw. we iof to,do an originll oject and make discoveries

that were new, &etimes." ,

%

21. "I liked the fact that we were left to doPoueoirt, work:even make up

A. what it was we were to research; then
Alt
we were allowed to use the

11 40
- ditto machine if° necessary etc....We.were.

4
basically on our own, with

guidance Pram our teacher when necessary."

22. "ti association with girls fromoother:schools, and` the exposure to
. .

Ilk
college equipment andfter.linives,"

"23. "I liked meeting all the people from'different.school and king with

Miss Webb and her' assistant and the labatory atmosphere"

24. "The opportunity to take it was best to me. I enjoyed psychology

4pt. because we got to choose our course of study. Alsothe 4cre

"Ti.ikd the exposure that I got to comp1ers because now 3 ha

idea slat they involve. I May have never hadthis opportunity

erwise."

26. "That courses wer offered that students may contihe on with. The
r

experieiceroffeXdto see how college courses can bI,eit% a student

a jump Lead of freshman in college.' We were treated as college

`students, hopefully and thus introduce how. hard or easy college can

be. To show us what's in store. Thanks for. the experience. The..

student - teacher relations were good."

27% "One of the best results of the Rise', for-me was that it gkve
, ,.

an insight into college courses df this type that I have yalto find

high school. I also found the results of the testings interest-, -

ing and somewhat helRful." .

c.

56
a
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?8., "The preparation it gave for taking future college courses"

29.- ,"The movies about the monkeys and my experiment"

30. "I was able to learn a great deal,'not only about our. history but tilt,

.expectations of ,college professors and the type of,work expected."

31. "the size (individualized attention)
\-

all women s omewhat homogeneous intellect"

32. "It was intereststing,"
- --"?/' ,

,.

33. "It taught me what college wil l be like for me in the fut.& and taught

me a courseqhat will help me in colleg d the fielp I want to go

into."
ii-

.

4
III. Those graded C. .

,
,

34. "We only had it once a week." V
,

35, "working for credits. Being able to work on equipment I never used

ir before"-
..-

36. "experiments" -
...

-

37. "the equipment we wojked with really fascinated ;Ie. I enjoyed doing

th! experiments."
,

38. no comment

39. "Dr. Baker, the history instructor

working with the computer

t? experience what college will be like"

40. "The experience of being on a.college4pampus 4oing college level work

and research.

A. "The beginning when we got hear.frotrevery teacher: would

have like' to have gotten to work-on the computer lore."

42. "Being able to work without any hassle I mean - limitations were set

but you could ask questions 4Ut what interested yound experiment *1"
*Pt

on'what you had questions about

I also liked having different schools being ableto work together"

liked the fact that the class was only 74ople. It made it much
. .

. ,
.

easier to learn and communicate with the people and teacher."

44. "I liked the fact thatpte could pick the course 1 wanted."

45t "You were given some incite on each one of: the courses and were able

to chose which one you wanted."

57
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Student response, to "What suggestion* do you have for change if we ever should

have the course 0:gain?" t

I. Those graded A.

1. "I'enjoyed then course asit was and can't thinkCf anything I would

have done different.°

2. "I think the teachers were more than cooperative with the students.

They didn't giye too muct-irAet because of regular school and 'they

trit444.% have classes when everyone 'could attend. completely

.4enjoied the class (course) the waY it was."

:Simplify the courses a little more.\ At fiPstf was lost inalfthe

Chemistry we had to knav, but I caught on after Dr. Walker shaved us
. ,

what we were doing."'

"I have 'found from,taking other college courses that there is a big,'

difference between a course with full-time College students and a college=

level course with high school.juniors. I feel it would be more stimu-

lating to plaCe the jliniors in regular classes, I also feel the biology

courlelvbuld have been more complete if the class schedule had been

more flexible. The instructor and assistant were forced to do much of

oil work because many of the steps in certain exteriments.badto be

done after certain time spans, not each week."

5. "I feel we, as the students, lacked some of the necessary knowledge to

fully understand and appreciate what we were doing. The students

should be taught the chemistry needed o understand the purpose of the

xperimentations At times,/ I knewAiit'to do, but not*what'the results

meant, Even when I did undsr<tand.the results, I wasn't sure ,what

happenellin tae Spectrometer to get them."

"I"Rok the math course, and f think you'should have a good background

math because I found that the girls who didn't slowed down the rest

of the, class."

7. No comment:

8. "Obtain a more reasonable, less sexually biased test of interests. The

one- given prior tOl'adn after the course was, quite frankly, resulting

to me. I believe Ms.'Norn receivel a letter from me with regard to

this. One of the best parts of the course was the caliber of instruction,

at least in my case. -Lacy was magnificent! (say hello to her for me.)

5b
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9. '"No chadget think that the program shouldbe cont'nuedits it

did much 4,s. far as enlightening me to aCollege iti, tuation.

I hope t lit capable students have the chance in the future."

10. "I think tidould be 'better if the students coul have, more

time to &IA courses offered before they had o make,a decision."

II. Those grade E

,11. "The only sl.bn that I'have is that you get
IP
them Started intd the

course of taoice earlier. You should'splitthem up immedialelY

and have ap4th.each teacher e2plaining t their course will,

offer and ulwo weeks you could ve ,them started."

b.4AL?

12. "I would tryre the coarse two day .a wde so it doesn't drag

-.1Ps. from Oct to,":.

13. "1. have itafferent time of day because-after 4hool-isltut I

tend to faLp if I Eegin to read. /

2. bring tlse dawn to.a level is between college and high-school.

It took me u, while to realize test acilially do some work .

in high sd.te doesn't ever have to work). I ended up in wasting .

most of my aping time: This was not.the fault'of the teacher-1,

but Shat obits from high-schoOl. There shOt/d be more informa-

tion on howdy."4
i4, "Make it avaifor more Ttudents"

15. "To have a grvariety at fields to choose from on Saturday as well

as Thursday.

16. "shorter sess

lr. "possibly 2 t. week per cies, because once a week was not enouff

time to condperiments and
/ such:"

. *
/18. "perhaps diffareas of study could be added: .dance art music, dr "

19. "psychology -t that I would've like to have learned more about the

fieldx"6 lec' group experiments etc. iK*ead pf a full. Course

individual slaperiment) The course in general was a good idea

and I feel t171s will be able to benefit froM'it."

'20. " be 2 oourotead.of 1 to get.diversity-and more of a taste
6

,for':

cience, compare is advantgeous,*t also dlpensiveit

21. can only st, changes in the psychololgy aspect of,ihe course. If,

/the course lobe continued I'd suggest that people choose the courses

, ,
,

they were inted in first then be chosen for the specific day the

majority of tchoices were given or taught.

5
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For ology I feel that if groups, are going to do a' day to day study

as I they should make it more compact sdft4hat the subjects- wouldn't

grow t red of filling out questionnaires." .

22. "I found the course well organized, and well conducted.'
.

23. "T9 have a little.more_ba:ckground informatiorVthe lourse."',

24. "I think it should be kept so other girls can have the 'new experiende.

Since I wasn't imall,the-graups I can only speak for the group I *as

a part of. The only compTAint I had was that I wished a little more

classroom teaching had been done. Ours was an independent project and

grs- Walls gave us the help we need if we asked, but we had a booklet

to,work in and I think it might or been more effec ve if she had

gone over the material."

25. "!' think that someway, lf possible, the course should not be dragged

out so muoh. Between all the vacations,and school days off, it was

ra little eifficult to remember eveeything that was done a couple

times before:"-

a

26: "Offer 'ore courses. Its a good idea. I think you should.continue.with

the proje

2/cis "I really can't think of anything that could use adjustment in the course.

I found it helpful in. its educational value and tke staff of the RISE

course also helpful towards the RISE students."

28. "open the course to as many as possible; it was a great experience that

others should have the benefit of."

29. "Have more of a classroom atmosphere"
4

30. "try -not-to cake the grls feel like such freaks-"

31. "For the psychology course, I would have more formal instruction be fore

allowing the student to'start on their awn Troject."

feel that the,teacher will have to teach more background about

computers before she, sends us Out 3. do i project on our own. I ,0

did not have enough ba.c:kgroun.d so that I could do the project by

myselfwithoutihe tenipher's conet,4* help. J

I really enjoyed the course and have recommended it to many people if

t are offered it."
ib

4

"Try to offer some interesting and eful courses. How about some i

Pre-Med Or yin arts or music? We didn't get offered any in History or

III.1 Ihds graded C.
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* Mathematics, how come? Yo

afternoon so.we don't

after sdhoolis ebad idea."

-59-

t to have it ,latex in the,morning,or

eak our backs getting up: Having'It

'34, '"Makesessions l-,hour long instead of 2 hours."

35. '"To pick thb teachers so as to be able,to'have the students understand
. - .

.and comprehend what is being taugiht.

/4 "Breaking the work down some. We spejii most of our time experimenting,

some classroom instruction would ha-re beef). useful. Because I was

only in chemistry atf,School a lot of thingd weren't clear."

. 37. "have ap-different aspect if any for economics"

38.. "-not to rent such an- expensive large bUs to pick us up in.

-maki it on another day',, it made the day-too long coming after school."

39 'ore assistants to-help.explain."

4 40. "Don't offer history."

41. "I don't thinkhe participants for the rOject should, have been picked

so mtch entirely,by mem:
1

I think m ore people who really wanted to

takd the Course should be'able to.

Ot 'se it was great!"

42. -"If yo have the courde again I
A
feel you should have-the grading be

b ed n at least 2 projects or papers. 'AB my case our grade

was on one paper, but in a way I might not ange this because ych).
.

do get a lot more out of working on one paper thoroughly. All in all

I really wouldn't make any ch s as r.:found the Project a most

wgthwhile algerience and thi,i1k itahould be continu ed."

43: "it was

44. "Give more 'choice of days ancrhOurs if possible and maybe a more wider

variety"of sUbjects to choose from."

4

'1
r
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Appendix I. Students' Comments onniourSe one year liter
A 1.

Positive. responses to question, "Has the IlltE course that yoi took list

year influenced your plinVfor college and career in any way? If,so, plesta

briefly describe how."

4

1. ."Yes, the progrea gave me the desire to contimme-ty education thro

college."

2. "Yes, I was able to see psychology in more of its teS, scientific

character. It was good for me to get a more intense idea of What

the study of psychology is. Also, I was able to realize that it-is

more the philosothical aspect of human behavior tnat_I am and have

been interested in studying.

Because of the .nsture of my own research /4oject--deaLing.vrith
r

the psychology of child developmentI bedime interested in'a

new area teaching and researching child-delelopment tad education."

r,

3. "Interested more in scien .1?

4. "I took economics..at Gouch and although it was teresting,rwas

not some.thingel would like-to go into. Therefore, .influenced me

by stirring me away from something I really wool happy going

into."

5 "The course of study stimulated my interest in afield involving biology

that was not a pre-med currptaum and influenced me to pursue a career

in,Envirznmental-Studies." -

6. "Through RISE, found that I likedAGoudher, that I dila" t, partiCularly

like psychology."

7. "A little, it gave me college experience and taught me has., to. be

organized and to conduct a research project. It also got me interested

in psychology, so that I took it in high school aid will probably

take it in college." 1/4-7

8. !'Yes, I realised that I enjoy the atmosphere of a bidlogy lab and'won't

mind the courses, required of a pre-med."

9. "Yes, it'aroused my curiousity'about the sciences."

': "Yes, it has let me know that I am not ready Just yet for college:"

1YesliI took the-biology part and found that I enjoyed the labs and

technique. I knew Gettysburg had a good-biologrdepartmentso

decided I would apply there."'
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22. "The biology course I took conVinced 'MR even more that a career in

the biology field is where Ihelong. It was also a good experience

in likaLI spw some of t'h'at I can expect this fallk,in college. I am

very glad that I had this experience in RISE"

13. "Yes. It did help to show me that I lked working with computers:"

14. "It has opened my eyesto the computer fiV.d."

15. "I'd like to say yes--but I can't say how." .

A

16. "The RASE course stimulated my interest in Marine Biology:"

17. "Yes. :I've decided to attend a college geared to independent study as

t that,is what most of my Goucher experience was, and I enjoyed it.

Mrs. Baker left it:up to us to choose a pertinent topic, research it,

. and present it., I found that I was interested in doing independent
r

as%
work through my Project RISE course."

18. "Yes. ,I was thinkitg of majoring in phycholOgy, jbut once I took the
I. .

.

couese in phycholoTy I decided I didn't want to." , V
N.-

,19. "Yes, it let me see what my interests were and how many fields were

open in-different areas2._
. # 6

o

20. "Because of the PISE course I possibly ;will take a more advanced

economics course." 0
_.

21. "Reinforced my suspicion that I want to concentrate on microbiology,
4

genetics."

22,
' /

In a way - -I feel a desire to attack and pursue a career which'has been

traditionPlly male-orientligther than femali oriented."
,---

23. "Project RISE showed meothat_I could perform'Wellpna college level

and made me want major is sciences and become a doctor." .

24. "Yes it has. Now I realize that my field I desire to'work in can be

04 helpful by the use of a computer

Negative responses to question, "Has the RISE course that you took last ,

year infi[enced your plans for college and, career in any way? If so,;please

briefly d scribe how."

1. 'It re or lesi reinforced my knowledge that I was weak7-dn science

and math areas. While I pulled througH`ok, it was not particularly

easy: I was glad to be able to have the experience, but I don't

belie4e that it i.flueaced my future plans:" .

2. "No not really ',was interested in psychology before RISE and,now

have decided to go Jac, s/h pe/r4.11/hearing] which involves psycholoC."
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"N45--gave-me a bett:r a of what 'college life would be like."

40,

4,

6

4. "No, because] career influ oed th= lass Istook in iroject RISE."

5.- "Not really. It's allowed me to more of what happens.in-a

lab, but-hain',t affected my career cho The chemistry course

has helped me,More in 12th grade then it will'in

6. No but it certRirly made high school a lot easier to take that year.

Thank you for the opportunity."

7'. "Because of my computer math course, I might possibly'take A college

compAter math course. However, my career'cAlice.has not changed

because of the program." -

8. "No, it has not."

9. "only athrmed my ,-i-4Viaus career phoice."

--- 64
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